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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a practical stereo vision
system for position measurement and recognition in an
autonomous food-tray-carrying robot. Our food tray
carrying robot delivers and collects food trays in medical
care facilities. The vision system must position and
recognize tables and trays for the robot to manipulate the
trays. We have developed edge detectin techniques for the
measurement of target objects t L t vary in terms of
rightness using correlation operations. We fabricated a
compact environmental perce tion unit using a real-time
image correlation processor t h e Color Trackin Vision)
and had it installed on the food carrying roiot. Tray
delivery and collection experiments in a simulated
environment show that the umt can position the tables and
the food trays accurately enough to mani ulate the trays in
varying degrees of brightness (60 to 7280 lx) using video
images from a pair of stereo cameras installed on the
gripper of the manipulator.

Figure 1. The food tray carrying robot
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1. INTRODUCXION

environment

A rapidly aging population with fewer children

is currently one of Japan's most important issues. A
gradually decreasing work force is becornin6 a serious
problem, particularly in medical care facilities because
many routine tasks in these facilities have not been
automated. Directly care tasks, such as changing attire or
feedin patients, which are provided by hospital staff,
shoulcf not be automated because they are important
aspects of roviding care services. Other tasks, however,
such as co&cting soiled garments or delivering food which
do not require care-giver contact, can be replaced by
robotic systems. Thus, it is necessary to automate indirect
care-givin tasks in order to support care-giving staff in the
facilities. b t h this in mind, we developed a food tray
carryin robot that delivers and collects food trays in
medicaf care facilities (Figure 1.) This robot navi ates
itself throughout the building and both delivers and cofiects
food trays with its manipulator. This project is a joint
venture with Yaskawa Electric CO oration, and sponsored
by the New Energy and yndustrial Technology
Development Organization (NED0.)
We develo ed this robot emphasizing safety,
autonomy, and user-Friendliness. The robot is designed
with the safety of patients and care workers in mind.
Because medical care facility environments are not as
structured as industrial facilities, the device must be
environmentally-responsive to complete its tasks
autonomously. It must also be user friendly because it is
o erated in a patient oriented environment. To ensure these
ciaracteristics, this robot consists of six units: the
manipulator, the mobile unit, the environmental perception
unit, the navigation unit, the human interface umt, and the
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Figure 2. The components of the robot

remote supervisory control unit (Figure 2.) The
environmental perception unit, which is the key to
autonomous o eration, has two sections: the navigation
section and t1e mani ulation section. The navigation
section localizes the rofot and detects obstacles placed in
the path of the robot [l]. The navigation unit generates,
robot direction and navigates the mobile unit based on the
location of obstacles. The manipulation section of the
environmental perception unit positions the table and the
tray for the manipulator to manipulate the food tray. The
human interface unit provides a user friendly interface for
robot operation. The operator can supervise the status of
the robot through the remote su ervisory control unit. Each
unit was develo ed separately \y either Yaskawa Electric
Corporation or bujitsu Limited. The manipulator and the
mobile unit were developed by Yaskawa and the remaining
units were developed by Fujitsu.
To deliver and collect food trays autonomously
in a real-life environment, it is necessary for the robot to
position and recognize food trays and tables in varying
degrees of brightness. It is also necessary for the robot to
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Figure 6. A food tray

detect obstacles on the table before the food tray is placed.
To recognize and position targets, active sensing, such as
laser range sensing or sonar sensing, was not used because
we feel it may adversely affect the patient. Visual sensing
with active lighting was also not used because active
lighting so close to the patient may also adversely affect
the patient. Thus, we decided to develop a stereo vision
system that positions and recognizes targets without using
active lighting.
One of the practical techniques for visual
sensing involves the preparation of tar et marks on target
objects [2]. Preparing target marks, Lowever, creates a
target mark maintenance problem, that is, target marks on
food trays may fall off or become unrecogmzable during
everyday use, thereby making it is difficult to maintain
target marks on every food tray in a facility. To facilitate
the introduction of a robot system, commercially available
food trays and tables without marks should be used. Thus,
we developed a vision system that positions and recognizes
targets by outline of the outline of a target.
Many
object
recognitionlmanipulation
techniques have been developed, some of whch are
ap licable in varying degrees of brightness [3]. In this
rofot system, however, the visual perception unit must be
installed in a mobile robot and the processing must be in
real-time for practical use. It is also necessary to develop a
compact and high-speed environmental perception unit.
Thus, we utilized a hgh-speed one-board ima e correlation
processor (the Color Tracking Vision [4]) tkat processes
video images from a pair of stereo cameras.
Object recognition based on image correlation
processing is, however, sensitive to changes in light and so
we dewsed edge-detecting and object-recognition
techniques that can be used in varying degrees of
brightness using correlation processing. In this pa er, we
discuss position measurement and recognition t e c k q u e s
for tables and food trays based on correlation processing
that are applicable in varying degrees of brightness in reallife environments. We also discuss obstacle and tray cover
detecting techniques based on correlation processing.

rovides background of tray
Chapter 2
provides a hst of tar ets of
mani ulation. Chapter
devegpment of the environmental perce tion unit. Ehapter
4 discusses roblems and solutions. &apter 5 prowdes
details on talle and food tray position measurement and
recognition. Chapter 6 provides ex erimental results in
simulated and real-life conditions. TEe vision system was
proved that it can position and recognize food trays in
degrees of brightness ranging 60 to 7200 Ix. In conclusion,
we shall demonstrate that the techniques can be applied to
object manipulation tasks using an autonomous robot
system in a real-life environment.

!

2. BACKGROUND OF TRAY MANIPULATION

2.1. Sequence of Tasks
The robot has two tasks: delivering trays and
collecting trays. To carry out these tasks, the robot moves
along the bed to the over bed table (Figure 3.) When
delivering the tray, the environment perception unit
measures position of the table, then detects obstacles there
on. If no obstacles are detected, the robot approaches the
table and places the tray there on (Figure 4-a.) When
collecting the tray, the environmental perception unit
measures position of the table and the tray. If the tray is
placed on the table correctly, the robot approaches the table
and the camera is targeted to the separation section on the
tray (explained in the next section.) The environmental
perception unit then measures position of the tray. If the
tray position is measured correctly, the manipulator grasps
the tray and moves it from the table to the robot container
(Figure 4-b.)
2.2. Tray Grasping
In this project, actual hospital food trays were
used. To grasp, the manipulator pinches the rim of the tray
(Figure 5.), which is separated into two parts. When a tray
is in a food-tray container before delivery, one part is kept
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warm and the other part is kept cold to ensure correct food
temperature. To ensure safety, the reach of the manipulator
is limited. Because the separation section of the tray is not
in the center (Figure 6), the grasping point is different
depending on tray direction, i.e., the manipulator grasps the
separation section when the separation section is close to
the robot (Figure 7-b), and the manipulator grasps the nonseparation section when the tray is in the opposite direction
(Figure 7-a.)
When the gripper grasps the separation section,
the environmental perception unit detects the tray rim
outline on the separation section so that the grasping point
is positioned directly. However, when the non-separation
section is grasped, the environmental perception unit
cannot detect the grasping position directly because the
non-separation section does not have characteristics for
position measurement. In this case, the environmental
perception unit measures the position of the separation
section and the orientation of the tray rim and extrapolates
the grasping point from the osition of the separation
section along the orientation oPthe tray rim. In this case,
the grasping point is positioned indirectly and so is referred
to as "indirect measurement".
A air of tray covers, which have hollows for
the gripper (Agure 6) is provided to stack the trays inside
the robot contamer. During tray collection, the covers must
be applied and the hollows must be faced in the direction
of the gripper

3. TARGET OF DEVELOPMENT
3.1. Requirements
The required functions of the environmental perception
unit are as follows.
A. Measurement accuracy
A- 1. Table
Required table measurement accuracy when placing
the tray on the table is: X +35mm, Y t- 1 5 m , Z
_t

15mm.

A-2. Tray
Required tray measurement accuracy when grasping
15mm, Y +- 15mm,Z
the tray by the gripper is: X
1IOmm.
Our goal is to obtain these accuracies with 99%
reliability, i.e., tripled standard deviation of error (3
CI ) does not exceed required accuracy.
B. Obstacle detection
Obstacles in the tray placing area on the table must be
detected, including white and transparent obstacles,
which provide the level of lowest contrast on a white
table.
C. Tray cover detection
Tray cover and direction must be detected.
D. Processing time
Each process must be com lete in a time that does not
affect the total efficiency ofthe robot. The target time is
1s.
All rocesses must be performed in varying degrees of
brigitness in real-life environments. The target bnghtness
range is 100 to 7000 Ix.

+

3.2. Hardware Requirements
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It is necessary to install the environmental
perception unit on a mobile robot system. Thus, we devised
a compact, high-speed, image correlation processor, the
Color Tracking Vision, that can perform 500 local
correlations on area comprising 8 X 8 or 16X 16 pixels on
color images in 33 ms. To take advantage of the Color
Tracking Vision, we develo ed image processing
techniques for edge detection a n f other functions that rely
solely on correlation operation.
We determined to detect rim edges to measure
position and orientation of tables and trays. In order to
measure position and orientation from horizontal edges in
input images, we installed a pair of vertically arranged
calibrated stereo cameras on the gripper (Figure 8.)
4. PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

4.1. Edge Detection Problems and Solutions
4. I . 1. Changing Edge Contrast
One of the problems in detecting a target edge i s
the changing of edge contrast. The contrast of an outline
edge changes significantly in terms of light source
direction and brightness. When an edge detecting
parameter, such as the threshold for the lowest contrast, is
set in favor of dim (low contrast) conditions, the possibility
of erroneous detection increases under bright (high
contrast) conditions. We developed the following
techniques to detect target edges under various conditions.
Edge detection by edge tracing
Adaptive edge threshold
4.1.2. Erroneous Edge Detection
Another problem associated with target edge
detection is erroneous edge detection. The environmental
perception unit must detect a target edge among the edges
in the input image. We developed the following techniques
to avoid erroneous edge detection.
* Edge verification using local features
Verification by fitting models
4.1.3. Disappearing Target Edge

The final problem associated with target edge
detection is the disappearance of a target edge under some
conditions. For exam le, a tray rim edge is detectable in
full length in the fielcfof vision under some conditions but
is detectable only in the separation section under other
conditions. During indirect measurement, it is necessary to
measure tray orientation accurately because the grasping
point is extrapolated along tray orientation. If the tray rim
edge is not detected com letely, tray orientation cannot be
measured accurately. k e developed the following
technique to solve this problem.
Adaptive target edge selection
4.2. Camera Targeting Problem
We decided to measure the position of a target
twice to improve measurement accuracy. For exam le, in
table position measurement, a rough measurement of table
position is taken before moving along the bed and a fine
measurement is taken after moving along the bed. The
former measurement is taken by the navigation section and
the latter measurement is taken by the manipulation section
of the environmental perception unit. Because the first
measured position includes an error, the table is not always
in the field of vision at the second position measurement.
In tray position measurement, on the other hand, tray
position is measured roughly before the robot approaches
the table, and is measured accurately after approaching the
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table. Because the first measured position includes an error,
the tray is not always in the optimal position of the field of
vision at the second position measurement. In this case, it
is necessary to target the cameras to the object and measure
the position again. We developed the following techniques
to target the camera for retrying.
Camera re-targeting based on failed table position
measurement
Camera re-targeting based on failed tray position
measurement

4.3.Detection of Obstacles on the Table
Before the robot places the tray on the table,
obstacles on the table must be detected. The problem is
detecting an object out of the tray placing area as an
obstacle. We developed the following t e c h q u e to solve
this problem.
Obstacle detection in the tray placing area in the input
image
4.4. Detection of the Tray Cover and its Direction

When the robot collects the tray on the table, the
tray cover must be applied correctly in order to stack the
trays in the container. The hollow of the tray cover must
face the gripper. Thus, it is necessary to detect the tray
cover and its direction. The problem is that the tray cover
has no detectable characteristics in t e r n of input image.
We developed the following techniques to detect the tray
cover and its orientation wthout depending on additional
marks.
Tray cover detection based on pixel values
Detection of the tray cover direction based on pixel
values

-

4.5. Software Configuration

We organized these techniques to develop a
robust environmental perception unit having the following
advantages.
Detecting specific target edges having various
contrasts.
Selecting target edges according to conditions with
robustness improving under various conditions
Re-targeting cameras, which improves robustness
against camera positioning.
Figure 9 shows the software configuration of
table position measurement and obstacle detection. The
environmental perception unit performs table position
measurement using edge detection techniques in
accordance with commands from the robot total system. If
table position is measured successfully, the unit completes
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Figure 10. software configuration of tray position
measurement and tray cover detection

obstacle detection and returns the position and orientation
of the table and obstacle detection results. If the table
position measurement fails, the unit targets the cameras
and takes another the measurement.
Figure 10 shows the software configuration of
tray position measurement and tray cover detection. The
environmental perception unit performs tray position
measurement using edge detection techniques in
accordance with commands from the robot total system. If
the tray position is measured successfully, the unit
completes tray cover detection and returns the position and
orientation of the tray and tray cover detection results
including the direction of the tray cover. If the tray position
measurement fails, the unit targets the cameras and takes
another measurement.
Retrial of position measurement is repeated a
maximum of five times. If position measurement fails on
the fifth attempt, the unit returns the error to the total
system.
5 . METHODS
5.1. Edge Detection Methods

5.1.1.Methods for Detecting Changing Contrast Edges
5.1.1.1.Edge Detection by Edge Tracing
Because our target edges are horizontal edges in
the input images, we developed an edge detecting
technique that is specified to detect horizontal edges. The
technique consists of the following steps.
Edge fragment detection
Edge tracing
Line fitting of local areas
An edge fragment is a local area (8 X 8 or 16X
16 pixel) that is on the edge in the input image. To detect
an edge fragment, we used input image hfferentiation
using correlation operations with a standard horizontal
edge template (Figure ll), which has a white upper half
and a black lower half. A correlation operation between an
in ut image and the standard horizontal edge template
rekects vertical differentiation of the input image. Thus, a
local area havin a peak output value in the center indicates
a possible edge fragment.
The next step involves tracing the edge that is
connected to the detected edge fragment using a correlation
operation between the detected ed e fragment and adjacent
local areas. The most correlatecf local area is selected
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Figure 15. imput image of a table

among search areas next to the edge fragment (Figure 12.)
A correlation value between the edge fragment and the
most correlated local area smaller than the threshold
indicates that the border of these areas is the end of an edge.
The threshold is determined during edge detection
experiments under various degrees of brightness. If the
most correlated local area is found, next correlation
operation is performed between the edge fragment and the
local area of the most correlated local area found. By
repeating this rocess, an array of local areas lying along
the ed e is fetected. In each correlation process, the
verticaf position of the most correlated area is compared
with the position that is estimated from an extension of
previously found local areas. A vertical position of a newly
correlated local area found a art from the estimated
vertical position indicates the enfof the edge (Figure 12.)
The last step is to perform a line fitting with the
correlated local areas. We used the least squares method to
perform the line fitting. The results of this edge detection
method show the ends and the angle of the edge.
An advantage of using this method is that only
one template is re uired and so space and over-head time
can be minimized.%his method also does not require many
operation steps or image pre-processing, and so applicable
to a mobile robot system.

5.1.1.2. Adaptive Threshold
The contrast of edges changes significantly
depending on the direction and the brightness of the light
source so that a single threshold value is not ap ropriate
for all brightness. Thus, we prepared several t%reshold
values and applied them individually from a critical
threshold to an insignificant threshold. For example, we
use the highest threshold first to detect the edge fragment
of a target edge. If the target ed e is not found, second
highest threshold is then applied. Ifthe target edge is found,
the edge detecting process is completed and the rocess
r d s to the next ste . A target edge not found wien the
owest threshold is appied indicates that there is no target
edge in the input image. In this case, the environmental
perception process provides a warning that no target
objects are found.
Figure 13 provides examples of detected table

rim and tray rim edges during tray collection. Under
normal (non-back-light) conditions, three edges can be
detected, i.e., an upper tray outline edge, a lower tray
outline edge, and a table rim edge (Figure 13-a.) Under
back-light conditions, on the other hand, a lower tray
outline edge almost disappears because of a shadow of the
tray itself and so two edges can be detected (Figure 13-b.)

5.1.2. Avoiding Erroneous Edge Detection
5.1.2.1. Edge Verification Using Local Features
We utilized local area features adjacent to a
target edge to verify a detected edge. For example, the
table we used has a white top face and a black side face.
The table rim edge in the input image is a border of an
upper bright area and a lower dark area. Thus, the table rim
edge can be verified so as to detect a dark parallelogram
area along the lower side of the edge. To find a
parallelogram area along the ed e, we used a correlation
o eration among adjacent areas afon the edge (Figure 14.)
&e first reference area is defined arfitrarily in lower areas
on the detected edge. The referenced area and an adjacent
local area are then corn ared through a correlation
operation. The adjacent locararea is located by moving the
reference area in parallel along the detected edge. If a high
correlation value is found, next Correlation operation is
performed between the adjacent local area as a new
reference area and the next adjacent local area. If a low
correlation value is found, the end of a parallelogram area
is found. This process is similar to edge tracing, but the
correlation process is performed only one time during each
step and the vertical position of the most correlated area is
not relevant. The correlation process is erformed toward
both sides of the first reference area. IPboth ends of the
parallelogram area are found, the parallelogram area is then
extended downward by performing a correlation operation
between the first reference area and the downward adjacent
area. The threshold value that defines the correlation
results as high or low is determined during
experimentation.
Figure 15 provides an example of the detected
table rim edge using this technique. The table rim is
characterized by a high contrast edge with a dark
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5.2.1. Camera Re-Targeting Based On A Failed Table
Position Measurement

5.1.2.2. Edge Verification by Fitting Models
By a plying the processes described above,
target edge cangdates can be detected from input images
of cameras 1 and 2. To perform stereo matching, we used
correlation o erations between edge fragment areas in
camera 1 an82. Edge fragments in two input images are
correlated in a round robin manner and most correlated
(matched) area pairs are selected. 3D position and
orientation of an edge is then calculated based on the pair
of matched edges.
The calculated line is then verified using a
simple 3D model of the target object. For example, the
distance between the camera and the table ran es from 150
to 550 mm, thereby ensuring that the calcukted edge is
verified if the distance is between 150 to 550 mm. This
process eliminates non-target edges such as patterns on the
wall.

A camera targeting failure durin a table
osition measurement occurs when the table is focated too
Far to the right of the cameras or too far to the left of the
cameras. Fi ure 18-a shows the table is located too far to
the left of t i e cameras. In this case, the end of the table
edge is out of the field of vision. Thus, the edge starting at
the end of the input image indicates the table end is too far
to the left. The cameras are then panned to the left and a
position measurement is retried. Figure 18-b shows the
table is located too far to the right to the cameras and the
table position measurement has failed because the detected
edge is too short for a table edge. In this case, the cameras
are panned to the right and position measurement is retried.

5.1.3. Adaptive Selection of Target Edges

Although environmental perception unit tar ets
the cameras to the separation section of the tray with IfO%
reliability, the distance between the cameras and the
separation section is occasionally too far. When the
cameras are located too far from the separation section, the
position of the tray can be measured roughly but cannot be
measured accurately enough t o r p the tray. Thus, if the
unit determines that the tray stance is out of optimal
range (160 to 220mm), the cameras are re-targeted to the
optimal position based on the latest results and a position
measurement is retried.

We developed an adaptive target edge selection
technique to solve this roblem. A flow chart of this
technique is shown in &ure 16. During tray position
measurement, the environmental erception unit first
attempts to detect the tray rim ed e. tray rim edge that is
detected completely, indicates tiat the tray rim edge is
detected in both the separation section and in the nonseparation section and that tray orientation can be
measured accurately (Figure 17-a.) If a tra rim edge is
detected in the separation section only, lowever, tray
orientation cannot be measured accurately. In this case, the
tray bottom edges on both sides of separation section are
detected (Figure 17-b) and tray orientation is measured
based on the connected tray bottom edges. If the tray
bottom edges cannot be detected, the environmental
perception unit attempts to detect the edge of the tray
shadow (Figure 17-c.)

6:

5.2. Camera Re-Targeting

5.2.2. Camera Re-Targeting Based On A Failed Tray
Position Measurement

5.3. Obstacle Detection in the Tray Placing Area
We developed the following obstacle detection
technique. The environmental perception unit re-calculates
the tray placing area in the input ima e based on the
previously measured table position a n d orientation and
performs input image differentiation in this area (Figure
19.) Differentiation is erformed usin a correlation
operation with a standarxedge template fFigure 11.) The
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peaks in the differentiation results are then extracted and
absolute peak values are compared with the threshold. A
peak value larger than the threshold indicates the resence
of an obstacle. The threshold is determine$ during
experimentation at the lowest brightness level in which the
contrast of edge of obstacle represents the lowest value.
Figure 19 shows that a white thermometer is
detected on a white table with a brightness of 100 Ix, that is
a condition that provides the lowest contrast.
5.4. Detection of the Tray Cover and its Direction
Figure 21. system configuragion of the
environmental perception unit

5.4.1. Tray Cover Detection Base on the Pixel Values

We developed the following technique to detect
the tray cover. The tray cover area in the input image is recalculated based on the position and orientation of the tray
(Figure 20.) A correlation operation is then performed
between tray cover areas and a reference area having zero
pixel value in each color. This o eration provides average
pixel values in tray cover areas. i e d , green, and blue pixel
values are calculated respectively. The ixel values of all
tray cover areas are then evaluated if incfuded in tray cover
colors. The tray cover colors are defined as follows.
B:G
I
R.G

+

’
Where R, G, B represent red, green, blue
GLnsh

ixel values,
respectively. Gbsh represents a threshold for t\e minimum
pixel value of a tray cover. G,
is determined through
experimentation.
5.4.2. Detection of the Tray Cover Direction Based on
Pixel Values

We develo ed the followin technique to detect
tray cover hollow, T i e tray cover hoiow areas and a tray
surface area in the input image are re-calculated based on
the measured position and orientation of the tray (Figure
20.) The pixel values of the hollow area (R,,GI, B,) and
those of the tray surface area (b,G,, B,) are then
calculated using the same method as described in 5.4.1.
The pixel values are then compared. The pixel value
similarities are defined as follows.
RI : G I + & : G,
B , : G , % B,:G,
6. EXPERIMENTS
6.1. The Environmental Perception Unit

We fabricated the environmental perception unit
for installment on the food-tray-carrying robot (Figure 21.)
We used micro color CCD cameras (TOSHIBA SM-40,)
that are calibrated and installed on the gripper. The video
signals (NTSC) from the cameras are input to one of the
four Color Tracking Vision boards, which are on the VME
bus with the CPU board (110-MHs, microSPARC-2) and
one of which is used by the manipulation section. The
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environmental perception unit and the manipulator
communicate through TCP/IP LAN installed on the robot
frame.
6.2. Evaluation in A Simulated Environment

We completed an evaluation of all target
functions in our simulated environment, which simulates a
hospital room in a medical care facility. The ex eriments
were camed out under various conditions as fo&ws. The
bri htness level on the over bed table ranged from 60 to
7280 Ix.
Daytime on a sunny day without a window shade, no
direct sunlight
Twilight without a ceiling light
Evening with a ceiling light
A. Position measurement accuracy evaluation
We evaluated position measurement accuracy by
com aring measurement results with relative distances
to t i e target, The prior relative distance between the
camera and the target is measured directly. Experiments
are performed using a range of distances by moving the
rnyipu$eor.
Figure 22 shows the distance-measurement result
curve for a table position measurement. A tripled
standard deviation (3 U ) of error for a table position
measurement in X, Y, and Z directions arek31.Omm,
k 6.2mm, and +- 14.5mm, respectively. Each value
satisfies target accuracy (Table 1.) These results
illustrate that this unit can position the table
successfully 99% of the time.
A-2. Tray
Figure 23 shows the distance-measurement result
curve for an indirect tray position measurement. A
tripled standard deviation (3 U ) of error for a tray
position measurement in X, Y, and 2 directions are 2
11.3mm, +- 6.8mm, -t 10.4mm, respectively. Each
value satisfies target accuracy (Table 1.) Measurement
accuracy in the Z direction exceeds target accuracy by
0.4mm, and is verified through expenmentation that
this excess can be absorbed in the graspin movement
of a manipulator. These results illustrate tkat this unit
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Figure 23. experimental results of tray positioning

environment
We developed these techniques using a compact highs eed local ima e correlation processor (the Color
8acking Vision.) b e fabricated a compact environmental
perception unit and installed the unit in our food-traycarrying robot. Our environmental perception unit has
following advantages.
Sufficiently compact to be installed in a mobile robot
Ap licability in varyin de ees of brightness in a
rea! life environment (68-72$0 lx)
High-speed processing for practical use (<0.5s)
We conducted food tray delivery and collection
experiments in a simulated environment and a real-life
medical care facility. The experiments verified that our
techni ues are effective in a real-life environment and can
be appled to practical object-manipulation tasks.
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6.3. Evaluation in a Real-life Environment
We conducted a total system evaluation in a
real-life environment in a medical care facility. The robot
delivered and collected food trays successfully in about
100 trials.
7. CONCLUSION
We developed an environmental perception unit
for an autonomous food-tray-carrying robot. We also
developed the following new environmental perception
techniques.
Recognizing commercially available trays and tables
in a real-life environment
Measuring position and orientation of trays and tables
accurately enough for the manipulator to manipulate
the trays
Detecting obstacles on the table in a real-life
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